
Final Exam Review!
4/28/19 section 2, 5/5/19 section 1



Welcome! 

- QUICK RETURN TO BASICS 
- Variables: declaration/initialization, implicit typing, primitive vs. reference types
- Expressions/statements, function calls (params/args, evaluate to returned), control flow
- For and while loops
- Arrays: Appending to them, iterating w/loops, accessing elements of… and 2D arrays

- Classes, Objects 
- properties, constructors, methods, how they look on env. diags. GENERICS too

- Recursion! 
- With Linked Lists and Nodes, also Without Linked Lists

- Environment Diagram Cheat Sheet 
- hot date      & check-in on course.care
- Functional Programming!!!! 

- filter/map/reduce, predicates/transforms/reducers, Function Literals

- Time for Questions (30 min of 2 hrs)

Google Slides: http://bit.ly/2VZ6eSx



Back to the basics! 

Variables hold specific types of information
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● Declaration & initialization (+ type inference!)
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Back to the basics!

● Declaration & initialization (+ type inference!)
● Primitive vs. Reference types

Primitive: boolean, string, number (on stack! copied!)

Reference: objects (like lists, etc.), arrays (on heap! referenced!)



Back to the basics!

● Declaration & initialization (+ type inference!)
● Primitive vs. Reference types
● Keep in mind scope



Back to the basics!

● Declaration & initialization (+ type inference!)
● Primitive vs. Reference types
● Keep in mind scope
● Statements; and Expressions();



Back to the basics! Functions & Control Flow 

- Function calls evaluate to what that function returns

- Argument and parameter 

types MUST match! Always! 

- Function definitions read 

through, then main called, 

which kicks it all off

“100 will be my final grade”



Back to the basics!

● While Loops: General Syntax

while ( < boolean test expression > ) {

< repeat block of code >

}



Back to the basics!

● While Loop 
Control Flow



Back to the basics!

● Declare and initialize 
a counter variable



Back to the basics!

● Boolean expression



Back to the basics!

● Increment counter 
variable to avoid 
infinite loops!



Back to the basics!

● For loops: General Syntax

for (<variable initialization> ;  <boolean test> ; <variable modification>) {

< repeat block >

}



Back to the Basics!

1. Initialize counter variable



Back to the Basics!

2. Evaluate Boolean Test



Back to the Basics!

3. If True=> enter repeat block; skip block if False



Back to the Basics!

4. Modify Counter Variable



Back to the Basics!

While Vs. For Loops



Back to the Basics!

● Array: variable that can hold many values of a specific type

[ “dog”    ,      “cat”    ,    “fish”    ]

    

Elements:

Indexes: 0 1 2



Back to the Basics!

● Array declaration and initialization & Type Inference

 



Back to the Basics!

● Accessing/Assigning an element in an array: 

[ “dog”    ,      “cat”    ,    “fish”    ]

    

Elements:

Indexes: 0 1 2



Back to the Basics!

● Accessing/Assigning an element in an array: 

[ “dog”    ,      “cat”    ,    “goat”    ]

    

Elements:

Indexes: 0 1 2



Back to Basics!

● Appending to Arrays: 

<arrayName> .length : accesses # of elements in an array

Ex. petArray = [ “dog”, “cat”, “fish”    ]

petArray.length is 3

You can’t assign to this property (change by altering array)



Back to the Basics!

● Appending to Arrays: 

[ “dog”    ,      “cat”    ,    “fish”    ]

    

Elements:

Indexes: 0 1 2



Back to the Basics!

● Appending to Arrays: 

[ “dog”    ,      “cat”    ,    “fish”    ,    “hamster”]

    

Elements:

Indexes: 0 1 2 3



Back to Basics!

● Iterating through arrays:

 [ “dog”    ,      “cat”    ,    “fish”    ,    “hamster”]

 

[ “dogs”    ,      “cats”    ,    “fishs”    ,    “hamsters”]



Back to the Basics!

● 2D Arrays: an array of arrays; row-major based in COMP110

0
1
2

      0                  1                2



Back to the basics!

● Declare & Initialize 2D arrays: let <name>: <type>[ ] [ ] = [ ……..];

[ 0, 0, 0 ]
                0 1 2

[ 1, 2, 3 ]
                0 1 2

[ 2, 4, 6 ]
                0 1 2

0

1

2



Back to the basics!

● Access & Assign to Outer Array

[ 0, 0, 0 ]
                0 1 2

[ 1, 2, 3 ]
                0 1 2

[ 2, 4, 6 ]
                0 1 2

0

1

2



Back to the basics!

● Access & Assign to Inner Array

[ 0, 0, 0 ]
                0 1 2

[ 1, 2, 3 ]
                0 1 2

[ 2, 4, 6 ]
                0 1 2

0

1

2



Back to the basics!

● Get # Elements of Outer Array: 

multArray.length = 3

[ 0, 0, 0 ]
                0 1 2

[ 1, 2, 3 ]
                0 1 2

[ 2, 4, 6 ]
                0 1 2

0

1

2



Back to the basics!

● Get # Elements of Inner Array: 

multArray[0].length = 3

[ 0, 0, 0 ]
                0 1 2

[ 1, 2, 3 ]
                0 1 2

[ 2, 4, 6 ]
                0 1 2

0

1

2



Back to the Basics!

● Loop through 2D arrays: Nested for loops! (Double the fun!)



Classes! Objects! Woo!Classes

● A class is a blueprint for an object.  A data type that you define!
● Instances of a class are called objects
● Every object of the same class will have the same properties (not values)
● Properties can have default values defined in the class definition  
● If a property lacks a default value, it should be initialized in the constructor
● Use the new(*) keyword to create a new object - constructor args go *
● In the constructor or methods, they keyword this refers to the object you 

are creating or that you called the method on
● Methods are class-specific functions that can show/change properties



General Syntax

class <ClassName> {

<propertyOne>: <type> = <defaultValue>;

<propertyTwo>: <type>;

constructor(<two>: <type>) {

this.<propertyTwo> = <two>;

}

<method>(<parameters>): <return type> {

// functionality

}

}

Creating an object:

let <objectName> = new <ClassName> (<args?>);

Accessing properties:

<objectName>.<propertyName>;

Updating properties:

<objectName>.<propertyName> = <value>;



Example



On environment diagrams

Objects exist on the heap.  If properties are reference types, draw an arrow to 
whatever other space on the heap is being referred to. Constructors return the 
object that they create. 

STACK                                                                                       HEAP

   now
Season

name “Spring 2019”

averageTemp 75

isNice true



Generics!

Classes and functions can be generic

Whatever you choose, that is the type 
for that object/duration of the function call



Generics!

Classes and functions can be generic

Whatever you choose, that is the type 
for that object/duration of the function call



Recursion

Function calls can have function calls inside of 
function calls…

With recursion, a function calls itself. 



Basic Anatomy of a Recursive Function 

Base Case

This is our test condition that 
terminates recursion. 

If we incorrectly 
implement our base 
case, we get stack 
overflows...



Basic Anatomy of a Recursive Function 

Recursive Case

The Recursive Case performs recursive function calls. 

Generally, it will modify an argument so that the base case will eventually 
be reached. 

In this function, x is decremented with every recursive call so that x 
eventually reached 1.



Recursion and Looping

Generally, if you can solve a problem with looping, it can also be done with 
recursion. You should use what is easier for your situation. 

Recursion may be better when working with linked lists, while a for loop may be 
easier to use to go through an array. 

Recursively With Looping



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

I want to know how many “San”s are in a list…  



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

What’s going on under the hood? 

Our recursive case is checking if our 
list is null, or empty.

If so, we don’t need to recursively 
check any follow nodes because null 
is the last in the list.

In our case, our list is not null, so we 
move on.

RV:



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

Since our list isn’t empty, we now 
check the first node to see if it is 
“San”. 

RV: 



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

We can see the first value in our list 
is “San”, so our return value is 
updated to be 1 + the return value of 
countSans(rest(list)).

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

countSans(list)

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))

“San” “Not San” “San” null

countSans(list)



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

We called countSans, so now we are 
in a new frame, and our list here is 
actually 
rest(listFromFirstFunctionCall). 

We can see our list is not null, so we 
check if the value is “San”.

RV: 

Start of our list



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

This value is not “San”, so we return 
countSans(rest(list)) without adding 
anything. This recursive call would 
simply return the return value of 
calling  countSans of the rest of its 
list.

RV: 0 + countSans(rest(list))

Start of our list



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

countSans(list)

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))

RV: 0 + countSans(rest(list))



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

Our list is still not null, and the value 
is “San”, so this recursive call will 
return 1 + countSans(rest(list)).

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))

Start of our list



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

countSans(list)

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))

RV: 0 + countSans(rest(list))

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

Our list is now null, so we return 0 to 
this recursive call. 

RV: 1 + 0 + 1 + 0

Start of our list



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

countSans(list)

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))

RV: 0 + countSans(rest(list))

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))

RV: 0



Working with Lists Recursively

“San” “Not San” “San” null

countSans(list)

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))

RV: 0 + countSans(rest(list))

RV: 1 + countSans(rest(list))

RV: 0

0

1

1
Final Returned Value: 2



Environment Diagram Cheatsheet

1. Define globals
2. Whenever you reach a function call, add a new frame to the stack. 

a. Define return address
b. Define any parameters as local variables.
c. Define return value after function completes. 

3. Whenever you initialize an array, Node, or class to an object, draw it on the 
heap!

4. Any references/variables to something on the heap will be represented 
with an arrow!



Step 1: Define our globals!



We hit a function call to main, so add a frame to our stack!



We are initializing a new Friend object and assigning it 
to our variable, so we call the constructor here.



Now we do the same for kris!



Now we initialize a and b to new Nodes! No 
constructor here so no need for new frames



A.data and b.data are assigned Friend objects. 



Now we hit a function call, so we add a new frame



Our list is not null, and  list.data is Kiet, and he has bailed on 
plans 10 times, so we move on to our recursive case. 



We add another frame and see that our list is null! 
So we end recursion and return back up the stack. 



Null is returned to the frame about it, and then is 
assigned to c. 

The function did not recurse through the 
rest of the nodes because the nodes were 
not linked. 



Done with that! WhEW!



HOT DATE

Check in on course.care with this code: E5A5D

& talk to your neighbor about what you did on LDOC and how you’re here now 
making up for it ;)



Filter, Map and Reduce - Higher Order Functions

These are just functions who’s logic has already been defined for you. You all did it in lecture!!!!
 *** But you likely won’t have to again. So it’s enough to just know whatttt they do!

Filter
- When you call the filter function you will always give it a Node<T>, a Predicate<T> and it will return 

a Node<T>.
- T is whatever type that you give it.
- Predicate is any function that satisfies the predicate interface.

- The predicate interface says that the function we give it has to take in type T and return a 
boolean type.

“You” →  “rock” → null

let gt3 = (w: string): boolean => {
return w.length > 3

};

FILTER

filter(str, gt3);

 “rock” → null



Filter behind the scenes

interface Predicate<T> {
   (item: T): boolean;
}

export let main = async () => {
   let str = listify("you", "rock");
   let words = filter(str, gt3);
};

let gt3 = (w: string): boolean => {

   return w.length > 3;

};

let filter = <T> (xs: Node<T>, test: Predicate<T>): Node<T> => {
   if (xs === null) {
       return null;
   } else if (test(first(xs))) {
       return cons(first(xs), filter(rest(xs), test));
   } else {
       return filter(rest(xs), test);
   }
};

The predicate interface is what 
tells us what the function we give 
to filter should look like

By giving a string to filter as the 
first argument, T will be inferred 
to be a string everywhere else

dstring string string

NOTE!!!!!!!
I used listify here as a shorthand. Don’t forget that listify turns 
each string into a node with a data and next property.

let y = new Node<string>();
let r = new Node<string>();
y.data = “you”;
r.data = “rock”;
y.next = r;
r.next = null;



Filter, Map and Reduce

Map
- When you call the map function you will always give it a Node<T>, a Transform<T, U> and it will 

return a Node<U>.
- T and U are whatever types that you give it. They can either be the same or different types. 
- Transform is any function that satisfies the transform interface.

- The transform interface says that the function we give it has to take in type T and return type 
U.

“You” →  “rock” → null

let len = (w: string): number => {
return w.length

};

map(str, len);

3 →  4 → null



Map behind the scenes

interface Transform<T, U> {
   (item: T): U;
}

export let main = async () => {
   let str = listify("you", "rock");
   let words = map(str, len);
};

let len = (w: string): number => {

   return w.length;

};

let map = <T, U> (xs: Node<T>, f: Transform<T, U>): Node<U> => {

   if (xs === null) {

       return null;

   } else {

       return cons(f(first(xs)), map(rest(xs), f));

   }

};

Map doesn’t alter the list, it just translates 
each item in the list to a different type and 
returns a new list

dstring stringnumber number



Filter, Map and Reduce

Reduce
- When you call the reduce function you will always give it a Node<T>, a Reducer<T, U>, a memo<U> 

and it will return a Node<U>.
- T and U are whatever types that you give it. They can either be the same or different types. 
- Reducer is any function that satisfies the reducer interface.

- The reducer interface says that the function we give it has to take in a memo of type U, an 
item of type T and return type U.

*** Note that memo is just used to keep track of some variable or state throughout the list

let sumlen = (sum: number, w: string): 
number => {

return w.length + sum;
};

reduce(str, sumlen, 0);

3 →  4 → null
7



Reduce behind the scenes

interface Reducer<T, U> {
   (memo: U, item: T): U;
}

export let main = async () => {
   let str = listify("you", "rock");
   let words = reduce(str, sumlen, 0);
};

let sumlen = (sum: number, w: string): number => {

   return sum + w.length;

};

let reduce = <T, U> (xs: Node<T>, f: Reducer<T, U>, memo: U): U => {

   if (xs === null) {

       return memo;

   } else {

       return reduce(rest(xs), f, f(memo, first(xs)));

   }

};

Memo will be updated each time as our 
reduce iterates through each item.

Note that memo is given as the last arg to 
reduce but is the first argument to our actual 
reducer function.

dstring stringnumber number



Application

Let’s practice combining FMR!

Use the functions that we’ve been talking about called sumlen, len, and gt3. 

You can imagine a question that asks you to write the 3 functions above. Pretending that you did, 
answer the following question...

Using FMR, write a line of code that will return the sum of characters in a list 
but only counting the words that have more than 3 characters in them. 

let sumlen = (sum: number, w: string): number => {

   return sum + w.length;

};

let len = (w: string): number => {

   return w.length;

};

let gt3 = (w: string): boolean => {

   return w.length > 3;

};

an array



Nesting and Chaining

So we have talked about filter, map and reduce separately. Let’s see how we can combine 
these together!

    Nesting Functions
let str = listify(“you”, “rock”, “and”, “roll!”);

reduce(map(filter(str, gt3), len), sumlen, 0)

“rock” → “roll!” → null

“4” → “5” → null

9

arrstr.filter(gt3) .map(len) .reduce(sumlen, 0) 

[“rock”, “roll!”]

[4 , 5 ]

9

Method Chaining
let arrstr = [“you”, “rock”, “and”, “roll!”]



FUNctional Programming

1. How do functional interfaces and filter, map and reduce 
relate?

The Predicate, Transform, and Reducer interfaces define a 
function’s type. 

2. So what does it mean if we ask you to write a reducer 
function, a predicate function or a transform function?

Functions can implement any one of these interfaces. 
- This just means that they follow the rules that these interfaces 

set in place about parameters and return types
You would just write a function that follows the rules of the 
specified interface.

3. How do we know the parameters and return type of a 
function if we just know the interface it implements?

We already said that functional interfaces define a function’s 
type. A function’s type tells us its parameters and return 
type!

Filter → Predicate Interface
Map → Transform Interface 
Reduce → Reducer Interface 

Transform<string, string>



FUNction Literals

We can define functions inline for use with higher order functions.

Take the inc function for example
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FUNction Literals

We can define functions inline for use with higher order functions.

Take the inc function for example: Literal!

So we can take our function literal and pass it directly as an argument without declaring it 
as another block of code elsewhere.

*** But note!!! The function literal is only within the scope of whatever it is being passed 
to!! Let’s look at an example...



FUNction Literals with FMR

How do function literals work with filter, map and reduce?
- Whenever we write a predicate, transform or reduce function, the computer already expects types T and U in 

terms of each one’s interface. 
- Think about writing a predicate function. Why specify that we have to return a boolean if everyone (us and the 

computer) both already know that it must return a boolean?

Let’s look at an example of us passing a function literal as an argument to filter. 

let after = filter(str, (s) => s.length > 2);

let before = filter(str, (s: string): boolean => {

       return s.length > 2;

   });



QUESTIONS?




